X1 Announces Near-Instantaneous Enterprise Wide eDiscovery

Search and Collection Capability

*X1 Distributed Discovery provides highly scalable distributed data search and collection for eDiscovery, big data, and compliance use cases*

PASADENA, Calif. -- (April 5, 2016)-- X1®, the provider of next generation search and eDiscovery solutions, today announced X1 Distributed Discovery. X1’s game changing eDiscovery and investigatory offering leverages its flagship product, X1 Search, to provide a simple yet highly powerful and scalable platform for organizations to search and assess unstructured information across their organization within minutes.

X1 Distributed Discovery (X1DD) enables enterprises to quickly and easily search across tens of thousands of distributed endpoints and data servers from a central location. Legal and compliance teams can easily perform unified complex searches across unstructured content, metadata, or both and obtain full results in minutes instead of days or weeks. Built on the award winning and patented X1 Search technology, X1DD is the first product to offer true and massively scalable distributed data discovery across an organization. X1DD replaces expensive, cumbersome and highly disruptive approaches to meet enterprise discovery, preservation, and collection needs.

“Enterprise eDiscovery collection remains a significant pain point, subjecting organizations to both substantial cost and risk,” said John Patzakis, Executive Chairman of X1. “X1 Distributed Discovery provides immediate visibility into distributed data across global enterprises within minutes instead of today’s standard of weeks, and even months. This game-changing capability vastly reduces costs while greatly mitigating risk and disruption to operations.”

X1DD operates on-demand where your data currently resides - desktops, laptops, servers, or even the Cloud - without disruption to business operations and without requiring extensive or complex hardware configurations.

Beyond enterprise eDiscovery and investigation functionality, organizations can offer employees the award-winning X1 Search, improving productivity while maintaining compliance. Revolutionize how you search, collect and review data for your eDiscovery, compliance, internal investigation, and big data analysis requirements with X1DD. Product highlights include:

- Enterprise-wide reach
- Immediate & actionable insight into data
- Centralized management
- Comprehensive search and collection
- User and administrator friendly interfaces
• Fast and patented X1 Search
• Minimal hardware requirements
• Extremely scalable

X1 Distributed Discovery is available from www.x1.com for a per user fee.

To learn more about X1 Distributed Discovery, on April 19, join X1 and Duff & Phelps for a complimentary webinar to see a product demonstration and hear how X1 Distributed Discovery dramatically alters eDiscovery cost, EDRM, and risk models: http://bit.ly/X1DD_webinar

###

About X1

X1 (www.x1.com) was founded in 2003 with a singular mission: to simplify and enhance the way we search for data, so people can actually find and act upon what they need, when they need it.

Whether looking for emails, files, attachments, or information stored on laptops and scattered across networked servers and document management systems—millions turn to X1 for our patented fast, accurate, and powerful search. X1 customers range from individual users and small businesses to Fortune 500 companies, where we have implemented hundreds of thousands of licenses. Combined with our innovative content connectors and unparalleled search capabilities, X1 helps our customers eliminate the wait for results and enhances the ability to find and act on the right data, right away.